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1.

INTRODUCTION

The growth of mobile and handheld devices for speech
communication has resulted in distributed speech recognition
(DSR)
systems
being
developed.
The
European
Telecommunication Standards Institute (ETSI) Aurora DSR
standard [1] offers good robustness to noise by replacing the low
bit-rate speech codec on the terminal device with the static
MFCC feature extraction component of the speech recogniser.
DSR systems often transmit feature vectors in the form of
packets across networks that do not guarantee reliable delivery.
If these packets become lost, or too many bits are corrupted so
that bit level forward error correction cannot correct the packet,
then portions of the feature vector stream are lost.
Work on packet loss compensation for DSR can be divided
into three broad groups. The first group attempts to increase the
probability of correctly receiving the feature vectors through
techniques such as forward error correction [1][2]. The second
set of techniques reconstructs the feature vector stream prior to
recognition, using methods such as repetition [1], interpolation
[3] and statistical methods [5]. Thirdly, some methods attempt to
compensate for lost vectors inside the recogniser itself [4]. These
schemes have varying degrees of success and work reasonably
well for short duration bursts of loss but degrade as burst lengths
increase.
The aim of this work is to examine and improve the accuracy
of distributed speech recognition in the presence of burst-like
packet loss. An analysis into the effect of both the percentage of
packets lost and average burst length on speech recognition
accuracy and the estimation of temporal derivatives is made in
section 2. Based on this analysis section 3 considers various
methods of compensation for packet loss, namely vector stream
reconstruction and recogniser based methods. Interleaving is

2.

THE EFFECT OF PACKET LOSS ON DSR

The conditions that cause packet loss on both mobile and IP
networks often have sufficient duration to affect several
concurrent packets and therefore result in burst-like packet loss.
Two metrics are considered for characterising such a channel
condition; namely the packet loss rate, , and the average burst
length, . This section examines the effect that these two
parameters have on the accuracy of DSR systems.
2.1 The effect of Packet Loss on Recognition Accuracy
Figure 1 shows how the parameters and affect recognition
accuracy for packet loss rates from 10% to 50% and average
burst lengths from 1 to 20 vectors – see section 5 for
experimental details. The scheme in figure 1a employs no packet
loss compensation with the result that accuracy is largely
governed by the packet loss rate, , whilst the average burst
length, , has far less effect. It is interesting to observe that as
the burst length increases, the accuracy converges to:
baseline accuracy × (1 – proportion of vectors lost)
b)
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This work begins with an analysis into the effect of packet loss
on the temporal components of the feature vector stream and its
subsequent effect on recognition accuracy. Two methods of
packet loss compensation are then compared. Reconstruction
methods begin with interpolation and are extended to include
prior statistical knowledge of the feature vector stream in the
form of MAP estimation of lost vectors. Application of missing
feature theory is also used to compensate for packet loss in the
decoding phase of recognition. The feature vector is considered
in terms of three temporal components, static, velocity and
acceleration, and the reliability of these considered individually.
Finally interleaving techniques are applied to reduce the
perceived average burst lengths. Experimental results are then
presented on the ETSI Aurora connected digit database.

suggested in section 4 as a method of reducing the burst-like
nature of packet loss. Section 5 measures the effectiveness of the
compensation methods and interleavers in terms of recognition
accuracy. Finally, a conclusion is made in section 6.
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Figure 1: Word accuracy against varying channel condition with:
a) no compensation , b) interpolation.
The scheme in figure 1b uses interpolation to estimate the value
of lost vectors. In this scheme the overall loss rate, , has less
effect on accuracy than the average burst length, . This is
because interpolation is more effective at correcting short
duration bursts of loss. As burst lengths increase it becomes
more difficult to accurately estimate missing vectors and hence
accuracy falls.
These results show that when attempting to estimate lost
vectors it is not the proportion of vectors lost that is significant,
but rather the average burst length. Indeed, baseline accuracy of
98.6% can be maintained even at a loss rate of 50% providing
the average burst length is short. Thus, for DSR, it is sufficient
to reduce the average burst length of lost vectors rather than to

reduce the overall packet loss rate through channel coding
schemes. An effective technique for reducing burst lengths is to
interleave the feature vectors prior to packetisation.

20% packet-loss channel

50% packet-loss channel

2.2 The effect of Packet Loss on the Temporal Components of
the Feature Vector Stream
When compensating for missing static vectors it is important to
consider their effect on both the velocity and acceleration
derivatives which will subsequently be included in the feature
vector at the back-end. Figure 2 shows the static, velocity and
acceleration values for MFCC(1) over a period of 50 frames.
Two bursts of packet loss have been introduced; a single vector
loss at frame 11 and an 8 vector loss starting at frame 31. The
solid line shows the original loss-free coefficients while the
dashed line shows the same coefficients but with repetition used
to estimate the missing static vectors. Temporal derivatives are
computed using regression.
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Figure 3: The effect of packet loss on the temporal derivatives
It can be seen that as the channel becomes less reliable (higher
and ), performance of the temporal derivatives falls off faster
than that of the static only. This is because the packet-loss has a
wider effect on the temporal derivatives, corrupting more vectors
than that of the static. The negative contribution of the temporal
derivatives can also be seen. Although the combined feature set
offers superior accuracy whilst the channel is reliable, as the
parameters
and
become larger, the performance of this
system falls to be similar to, or even worse than, the static-only
configuration.
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2.3 Conclusions
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Figure 2: a)-static, b)-velocity and c)-acceleration of mfcc(1)
The figure clearly shows how distortion from the static features
propagates into the velocity and acceleration derivatives and
becomes worse as the burst length increases. In extreme cases,
when the burst length exceeds 1 frame less than the window
width used to the compute the derivate, the derivative will take a
zero-valued result. This can be seen for the velocity derivatives
for frames 33, 34 and 35. This distortion of the velocity
component will also propagate to the acceleration component. In
fact a burst of loss of b frames will affect wv+b velocity
components and wv+wa+b acceleration components, where wv
and wa are the window widths for the velocity and acceleration
components.
These results suggest that, as channel condition worsens, the
temporal derivatives will become less accurate more quickly than
the static vector stream. One might also expect there to be a
point where the temporal derivatives have little, or even a
negative effect, on recognition results. The following
experiments give an understanding of this relationship.
Recognition tests were performed using three subsets of the full
39 dimensional feature vector stream and various channel
models, corrected using static vector repetition. These subsets
were, static only, velocity only and acceleration only. Figure 3
shows these results for two packet-loss ratios, 20% and 50%,
along with average burst lengths from 1 to 20 packets. The
performance of the complete feature set is also shown for
comparison. Note that baseline performance for each feature set
was, complete 98.96%, static 96.78%, velocity 97.78% and
acceleration 95.76%.

This section has shown that packet-loss can have a severe effect
on recognition accuracy, particularly when received vectors are
simply spliced together. Better accuracy can be achieved by
replacing the missing vectors with estimates based on those
correctly received, and in this case it was found that the burst
length is more detrimental to performance than the absolute
proportion of lost packets. This suggests that it is acceptable to
limit the burst length rather that guard against lost packets
totally. Thus, it is desirable to ‘disperse’ bursts of packet loss by
techniques such as interleaving, as discussed in section 4.
It was also shown that packet-loss has a wider effect on the
temporal derivatives than the static vector stream. Indeed, it is
possible for the temporal derivatives to have a negative
contribution to recognition accuracy. This is because the
compensation method that was used is not designed with the
purpose of producing accurate temporal derivatives.

3.

PACKET LOSS COMPENSATION

The loss of packets over the transmission channel will result in
the loss of several (possibly sequential) feature vectors. As
shown in section 2 such a loss of feature information can have a
severe effect on recognition accuracy. This section compares two
categories of technique to compensate for packet loss. The first
category attempts to reconstruct the feature vector stream, whilst
the second compensates for lost vectors in the decoding stage of
the recogniser.

3.1 Feature Vector Stream Reconstruction
Techniques for estimating missing feature vectors can be divided
into those that use prior information about the nature of the
signal and those that do not. Simple methods make estimates
based only on those feature vectors that are correctly received,
using no other knowledge about the nature of the signal, where
as statistical methods also make use of prior information, such as
mean and variance, calculated from a set of training utterances.

The ETSI Aurora standard specifies ‘nearest-neighbour
repetition’ [1] as the primary method of packet loss
compensation. This method simply replaces any lost vectors with
the nearest correctly received vector, causing long periods of
stationary in the signal. Improved performance can be achieved
by using cubic interpolation [3], whereby a polynomial is fitted
to the vectors either side of a burst of losses. This allows the
gradient of the curve to be fitted to the gradient of the
surrounding signal, meaning that the temporal derivatives are
more continuous.
Statistical information can also be included through
maximum a-posteriori (MAP) [5] estimation, which forms an
ˆ m, conditioned on a
estimate of a sequence of lost vectors, X
sequence of observed vectors, Xo, and a set of prior statistics, ,
ˆ = arg max (Pr (X | X ,
X
m
m
o
Xm

))

(1)

will consist of
Assuming the underlying signal is Gaussian,
the mean and the auto-covariance of the uncorrupted signal. In
this case the MAP estimate is given by,

ˆ =µ +
X
m
m

1
mo oo

(Xo

µo )

(2)

where µm and µo are the mean vectors of the missing and
observed vectors, and oo and mo are the covariance matrices of
the observed vector against itself and the missing vector against
the observed vector respectively. Although the missing
component cannot be observed directly, the assumption of
stationarity allows the parameters µm and mo to be computed
from global statistics. This formulae can be applied iteratively,
applying it to a single missing feature vector in turn, hence
reducing the complexity of the matrix inversion operation.

3.2 Decoder Based Strategies
Instead of attempting to reconstruct the feature vector stream
prior to recognition it is possible to account for lost vectors at
the recognition stage itself through missing feature theory [4].
The observation probability, bj(xi), associated with the ith feature
vector, xi, in state j of an HMM can be considered in terms of its
three temporal components (assuming diagonal covariance) as,
b j (x i ) = b Sj (x i , S )

i,S

bVj (x i ,V )

i ,V

b jA (x i , A )

i, A

(3)

where b Sj (x i , S ) , b Vj (x i ,V ) and b jA (x i , A ) represent the static,
velocity and acceleration components of the observation
calculation. These can be scaled by i,s, i,v and i,a which
represent the confidence of the temporal components – setting
them to 1 includes the component in the observation probability
while setting them to 0 discards the component. When i,S = i,V
= i,A = 0 no information can be obtained from the observation
and the decoded state lattice depends wholly on the HMM state
transition probability matrix for this frame. As shown in section
2.2, the loss of a single static vector will effect several velocity
and acceleration measurements. Therefore, these unreliable
measurements could also be removed from the calculation by
setting the confidence measures associated with them to zero.
Thus, for a burst of b lost static vectors, the corresponding
confidence measure can be set to zero for wv+b velocity and
wv+wa+b acceleration components. However, this degrades
performance significantly, particularly with short burst lengths.

Instead, it has been found that a combined method of first
estimating the temporal derivatives using a reconstructed static
feature vector stream and only excluding those vectors where the
corresponding static vector was not received (i.e. i,S = i,V = i,A
for all i) offers superior results.

4.

INTERLEAVING

The packet loss compensation methods described in the previous
section are effective for short duration bursts of loss but
deteriorate at longer burst lengths. An effective method to reduce
burst lengths in the received feature vector stream is to employ
an interleaver on the terminal device. For a given sequence of
feature vectors, X = {x0, x1 , x2 , … , xN-1}, the interleaving
operation can be expressed as a permutation producing a reordered sequence, X’, given as,
X’ = {x

(0) ,

x

(1)

,x

(2) ,

…,x

(N-1)}

(4)

The interleaving function, (i), gives the index of the vector to
be output at the ith time instance. Feature vectors are returned to
their original order on the receiver side through de-interleaving
which is given by the inverse function of .
This work considers block interleavers of degree d which
operate by re-arranging the transmission order of a d×d block of
input vectors. The block interleaver, block is considered optimal
in terms of maximising spread for given degree, and is given [6],
block(id

+ j) = (d – 1 – j)d + i

where 0 / i,j / d-1 (5)

This operation is equivalent to a rotation of the block of feature
vectors by 90° clockwise. The degree of the interleaver
determines both the spread and delay of the interleaver. For the
block interleaver the delay, block, and spread, sblock, are given as,
block

= d2-d

and

sblock = d

(6)

This shows that increasing the degree of the interleaver increases
its ability to disperse bursts of loss, but at the expense of
increasing delay.

5.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiments in this section first compare the effectiveness of
the three packet loss compensation methods. The effect of
interleaving is then considered.
The recognition task for all experiments is the Aurora
connected digit database [1]. Digits are modelled using 16-state,
3-mode HMMs, trained from the set of clean digits. The test set
comprises 4004 noise-free digits strings (13,159 digits in total)
which gives baseline accuracy of 99% with 95% confidence
error bands of +/- 0.38% at 95% accuracy. As per the ETSI
standard, two vectors are carried by each packet.
5.1 Packet loss compensation
The effectiveness of the lost vector compensation methods are
evaluated on four different channels which were simulated by a
3-state Markov chain [3]. Table 1 shows the conditions of the
four channels which vary in terms of the packet loss rate, , and
average burst length, .

No compensation
NN Repetition
Cubic interpolation
MAP estimation
Missing feature

B
89.5
91.5
91.3
92.0
93.4

C
50.6
84.0
86.1
86.5
90.0

D
50.3
58.8
59.3
61.5
69.8

Table 2: Recognition accuracy with no interleaving
5.2 Interleaving
The experiments in this section now apply interleaving to the
feature vector stream prior to transmission. The experimental
configuration is identical to that in the previous section and
figure 4 shows the effect of applying interleaving to channel
models C (panels a and b) and D (panels c and d) from the
previous section. Three compensation methods are considered,
cubic interpolation, MAP estimation and missing feature theory
(MFT). Panels a and c show the effect on the word accuracy,
whist panels b and d show the effect of the interleaver on the
perceived average burst length and the additional delay imposed
to the end-to-end transmission times.
It can be seen that applying interleaving of increasing depth
has a significant effect on both the perceived average burst
length of the channel and the resulting word accuracy,
particularly when the channel has a large average burst length to
begin with (panel c). However, this must be offset against the
quadratic increase in delay. Note that in panel a, the word
accuracy appears to round-off as the interleaving depth
increases. This is because the interleaver becomes sufficiently
large to completely disperse the bursts of packet loss, this occurs
when the interleaving depth approaches the average burst length
of the channel (in this case 8 vectors). This does not occur in
panel c as the burst length is far greater, and the degree of the
interleaver does not become sufficiently large.
6.

92
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CONCLUSIONS

This work has shown that packet loss can have a severe effect on
the accuracy of DSR systems. In particular, the temporal
derivatives that are often augmented to static feature vectors are
prone to corruption from packet loss; this may become so severe
that they have a negative contribution to recognition accuracy.
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Table 2 shows recognition performance of the compensation
methods for the channel conditions A to D. For the MAP
estimation methods, vectors up to 5 time instants before and after
the loss were concatenated to form the observed vector.
Considerable improvements are attained by applying the
methods of compensation considered in this work. MAP
methods give higher accuracy than both cubic interpolation and
nearest neighbour repetition. It can be seen that missing feature
theory methods generally out-perform the reconstruction
methods, particularly when the average burst length is large
(channels B and D).

Average burst length (frames)

Table 1: Simulated channel conditions
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Figure 4: The effect of interleaving on channels C and D.
Two categories of compensation methods have been discussed,
the first being signal reconstruction and the second being
compensation within the recogniser itself, both of which give
substantial improvements in packet loss. Results suggest that it is
more beneficial to compensate for lost vectors in the decoding
stage of the recogniser rather than attempting to reconstruct the
feature vector stream beforehand. This is especially true in the
presence of large bursts of losses as the accuracy of
reconstruction methods falls off rapidly as burst length increases.
Interleaving has been shown to give a substantial increase in
recognition accuracy by dispersing bursts of packet loss and
therefore decreasing the perceived average burst length.
However, increasing the degree of an interleaver, and hence its
ability to disperse packet loss, increases the delay imposed to the
system.
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